The Parlour Paintings: A Series in the Making

Towards the end of 2019, Head painted Shepherd’s Watch which began a new series of works which he now calls The
Parlour Paintings.
At 40” x 30”, the dimensions of this painting may seem unremarkable. Head has occasionally made easel sized
paintings throughout his long career, but he normally works on much larger canvases. Most of the works from 2018
and 2019 were nearer seven feet in their shortest dimension.
The decision to adopt this size is rooted in Head’s own history. As a student, under the demanding tutelage of
abstract expressionist, David Tinker, Head was encouraged to work on canvases of these dimensions. For Head, the
30” x 40” became to signify the mindset of a fledgling painter, struggling with the very fundamentals of painting, and
he is knowingly making a connection to his younger self in this series. His career is marked by abrupt changes of
direction as much as it is by an incremental development driven by a Modernist spirit to reach forward into the
unknown. The beginning of the Parlour Series is him hitting the reset button. A year on, and through a growing body
of paintings, we can consider what Head has uncovered.
But first, we need to take a step back to 2018 and the beginnings of the preceding, Indian Summer Series. For the
previous two decades, Head’s practice might best be summarised as being that of an investigative realist.

Head in his studio, Gristhorpe, North Yorkshire 2018
Trying to make sense of the world around him through inventing parallel worlds on canvas, Head would typically
bring a large freight of information into the studio. He often called the reference material which underpinned a
painting, a “library” which he would dip into, and the most significant aspect of this library would be a huge number
of photographs taken on location. This was true even for the apparently seamless urban landscapes which were
gradually usurped by more fragmentary spaces as Head became increasingly interested in his passage through the
world over time.

Head continued to document his experience of the world using the camera well into 2019, but he made the decision
not to base paintings directly on the “libraries” which he was so used to assembling. Instead, paintings were begun
from drawings, and once some structure was established on the canvas, the process of painting itself was the only
source of direct reference used in the studio. Through the vast canvases of the Indian Summer Series, Head began to
find a new figuration that belonged to him being in the studio, and this has really flourished in the following Parlour
Series as he gained greater understanding of his capabilities to envisage and invent.
In short, although Head offers us a great deal of plausible imagery, complex spaces and human characters, he no
longer works in the way that we would expect a realist to work. He does not choose to paint from all that is around
him. What we see is drawn from his own thoughts, memories, fantasies; the form it takes is entirely down to how he
thinks it should be on the canvas. We can find the seeds to this approach in earlier essays on his love/hate
relationship with the camera, but his problem with photography really goes back to conversations as a student with
David Tinker.
At that time, in the early 1980s, the “New Art History” was gaining favour in the universities, based on Marxist
notions of art as a product of society, and dispelling the individual creativity of the artist as a romantic myth. The
predominant teachings of the day were to regard the artist as adopting existing languages to construct a narrative.
The activity of the artist was a matter of making choices from all that existed, it really wasn’t a question of invention.
Head recalls Tinker’s challenge to this new orthodoxy which has helped inform his current position to which the
Parlour Series is testament. For these are figurative paintings but the means through which form and space are
established are unlike the collective and mechanistic languages available for contemporary representation. Head is
not choosing what to paint, but more fundamentally, Head is not choosing from known methods and structures how
to represent all that he paints.
The comparison with photography illustrates the difference. Up close, a photograph, whatever the subject, is always
made from a simple system of coloured dots. The artist does not invent this system. If photography is chosen as the
means to communicate a narrative, the artist is beholden to a language that already exists. But Head identifies much
the same condition in many practices of painting and drawing. A culture of photo-based painting for example,
whether that is photorealism or a painterly veneer applied to a structure that is derived from a photograph, sustains,
at least to some extent, a notion of painting as appropriation from what it known. It is dependent on how the
camera represents form, rather than a creative act engendered by the individual. Of course, the answers do not
reside in refuting the lens-based image per se, if they are substituted for other, more academic systems. Head is
equally cautious of learnt systems to create form and space that exist from art history, like perspective or measured
drawing. His urban landscapes were built upon complex mathematical structures of his own invention but that has
now been replaced by a working practice that draws much deeper on a more intuitive and idiosyncratic approach.
Wherever the means comes from, these paintings claim their legitimacy as works of art because they knowingly
resist being overtly complicit with all that is known about representation. They work on their own terms.
Head wrote about this position a few years ago in an essay which found its way to Frank Auerbach. At the time, they
shared the same gallery. Auerbach’s enthusiastic response to Head’s writing, (unusual, for he is not normally keen on
artists’ pontifications), helps our understanding and citation of the Parlour Series. They are not like Auerbach’s
paintings, but they operate in similar ways.

Clive Head Shore Leave 2020 (detail)
Returning to our observations of a photograph up close, its systemic normality is entirely predictable. Look at a
painting by Head up close and it is entirely unpredictable and unfathomable. These patterns, patches of colour and
tone, should not create the imagery that we see. We may attribute influences from art history, stylistic borrowings,
but we are unable to account for precisely how these paintings function as they do. Look at an Auerbach up close,
and we find the same mystery, though Auerbach’s handling is completely different. The thread to Auerbach can be
traced further back to a history of painting that operates outside of academic convention.
These complex structures of painted marks also have an extraordinary feature. They can be reconfigured to create
alternative imagery, multiple images. In fact, there seems to be no limit to the narratives, images, motifs that can be
generated.
The Parlour Paintings were named as such because Head intends them to be lived with, in a domestic setting. Head
has become increasingly fascinated with the gallimaufry of imagery that he discovers in the painters that he is drawn
to, that thread through art history that he feels connected to which includes Goya, Titian, Veronese, Rubens,
Matisse, De Kooning to name just a few. The world is full of images, some very powerful, but these painters do not
make images. They create structures that have the capacity to shift one image into another, and another and
another. For those prepared to give them time and entertain the possibility, their paintings will reveal their true,
morphological nature.
The smaller format of Head’s new works allows them to hang in our homes and burn very slowly. Head has
consciously built a myriad of images but, as he freely admits, he continues to see new motifs in his paintings that he
did not intend. Describing them as zoetic structures, once established, the paintings continue to suggest more and
more as we become acquainted with them. They are suited to the parlour.
Head could not have envisaged the pandemic of 2020 when he began this series. It may have been a short-lived
project, but the domestic scale and orientation of these paintings gathered a new level of significance as Head, and
his family went into lockdown along with millions of other people around the world. We all began to consider the
importance of our home spaces where we spend most of our time; of the spaces where we are not just passing
through. World events often change our outlook and habits even when we can return to normal. The domesticity of

Head’s current work may well be pertinent, but this is overshadowed by a much greater shift in Head’s work and
thinking that has happened over the course of this unparalleled year.
The first paintings in the series were begun much in the same way as the Indian Summer Series. Head had been
making elaborate, rhythmic line drawings of overlaid imagery, based on information collected when he was
travelling away from his home and studio. Typically, these drawings had their origins in being in the city, perhaps
London or New York.
A drawing, or a section of a drawing was used to layout a structure on the canvas. As the painting progressed, that
initial drawing became less and less important, both as a design framework and in terms of subject matter. So,
paintings such as Shepherd’s Watch or Lovers’ Leap have taken on a wealth of imagery and ideas as they have
progressed in the studio. Nevertheless, they are nominally tied to an event that happened away from the studio and
at a particular time. Lovers’ Leap can be traced back to a rainy week in London in September 2019.
For 2020, Head had plans to travel to the US for a solo show of his work in Boston. No doubt he would have spent
time too in London, and these trips would have led to drawings, which would have then led to paintings. Head had
always valued the distance, quite literally a geographical distance, between these starting points and the
development of works in the studio. He valued the freedom that it gave him to make changes, to explore new ideas
as he painted in the empty space of the studio without the insistence of the initial subject demanding that its
integrity is maintained. But with this also came a doubt. Head has always insisted that his work is a response to his
existential being, but these breaks away from the studio, often in places that Head does not spend that much time,
are given an unwarranted presence in his work. Why this journey, or this place to paint, rather than another? To a
large extent that has been countered by the freefall process that often transcends the starting point, we might not
know that All the Kings Horses, for example, has its origins on the New York subway. Nevertheless, it remained an
issue that the enforced lockdown caused by the pandemic helped Head to address.
Working on numerous canvases, which the smaller format of the Parlour series encourages, allows for a closer
relationship between experience, thought and pictorial expression. Large canvases, and large areas to paint require
more planning, and to some extent, a suspension of creative responsiveness while the job of fabricating a painting
gets done. This is less of an issue with smaller, multiple works, often spilling into works on paper. At least for Head,
he has found a closer relationship between living and making and a way to enfold the two. Head makes work nearly
every day.
And as the series progressed through the year, Head found the beginnings for new paintings not in the drawings
made of distant places and events, but from his experience of being in the studio, being at home and being in his
garden. These beginnings are less about a tangible event, real places and people. For the most part, they are
rhythmic structures made in response to spending time with people and in nature. Their specificity is focused on
form not historical narrative. So, a painting like Playing Fields of Actaeon did not begin with Head bearing witness to
some happening but an exacting drawing of a tree in his garden. The tree is not a happening. Head’s decision to
draw the tree had nothing to do with a desire to paint a tree, or even make sense of the tree in the studio.

Woven from a Brief Encounter (top), drawn in 2019, gives us a clue in its title to what Head is trying to create through
his studio drawings. The network of lines is finely balanced both across the picture plane and into a shallow space to
capture figurative possibilities. It’s an organic, abstract net that has human significance, painstakingly arrived at over
days of speculative drawing. In setting his easel in the garden and drawing directly from living forms Head believed
that he might well deduce networks of similar significance, that the lines that he drew in response to the landscape
might well have the fecundity to generate new forms in the studio. Head’s drawings made in the garden are like
those of Antonio Lopez Garcia. They carefully follow the shapes and structures that Head observes whilst spending
time in his home environment.
Back in the studio, these organic structures give birth to new worlds. A drawing made of some gunnera leaves
unlocks a memory of playing as a child on the cliff tops above Hastings (A Tall History of Sussex), a drawing made in
the rose garden takes Head to a more fantastic landscape with an ancient pyramid in the far distance (Headland). It
seems that in his latest practice, Head is both immersed in his immediate world through drawing and giving free
reign to his thoughts, dreams and fantasies in his paintings.
At the outset of this series, Head was preoccupied with re-visiting the spirit of his student years, working through
ideas rather than making the grand machine. From David Tinker, he learnt a practice model that places the artist’s
direct dialogue with making at the centre, rather than taking a step back, and distilling that discourse into a format
that makes easy sense to the audience. It’s a model focussed on creativity and understanding the creative act, not
communication to a third party. So, the outcomes can be difficult and elusive. Arrived at through the same level of
deliberation and revision, Head’s titles perhaps offer us a way in, though equally they might add to the mystery.

Not that Head is deliberately trying to be elusive. It’s more a case of trying to be truthful to the work. Motifs and
narratives are arrived at through responding to the form. The process of painting suggests possible meanings and
Head must be open to allowing the painting to unveil whatever it needs to. It’s imperative that he doesn’t impose a
false narrative on the work, that he doesn’t bring something into the studio that doesn’t naturally belong there, nor
that he censors anything that emerges which he finds uncomfortable. He likens it to the way that we dream. Before
you fall asleep, you may desire to have a particular dream, but dreaming does not work this way. We have no
control, and there is a slippage of one narrative into another that transcends logic but it’s all true to the meanderings
of our minds and what happened in our waking hours. If the narratives that emerge in a painting are to have any
true validity, they must be of the same kind, unfettered by any cultural expectations of what we should be making
work about.
Head’s titles then are indicative of one theme perhaps amongst many or a synthesis of themes. If they seem to leave
us hanging, asking more questions, it would be reasonable to assume that it is only a partial narrative, the weight of
the explanation given in the title being commensurate with its status in the painting. These are not illustrative
paintings and one reading should always be balanced by many. Head is not trying to hide anything, nor does he wish
to mislead us into thinking that these paintings tell stories in the way that we have come to read so many figurative
paintings.
But there are recurring themes. Head’s paintings are about the nature of painting itself, and he will often allude to
this. That morphological feature, which is so important, often surfaces in his references to Ovidian mythology. The
Protean Mistress may well show us something of the mutable sea god Proteus, but equally, it could be referring to
painting itself. Head must listen to the demands made by the painting. She is his mistress. The surface of this
painting, rough, layered, impasto and glazed shows us that Head has revised and repainted this work many times in
honest adherence to this process.
Such a painting, from early in the series also aligns itself more with Head’s interest in Modernism. Stylistically, it is a
painting that might well connect him to Tinker’s lyrical abstraction. We can see Head’s connectivity to other Modern
painters. Shore Leave for example has something of Kokoschka’s visionary figuration, but as the series progresses,
there is a sense of Head re-connecting with an earlier history, from his own timeline and the chapters of Western
Art.
Strip away the essays about photorealism, which were never that relevant, and much of Head’s work up to 2012 was
as a landscape painter, albeit the landscape of the city. The journeys into fragmentation and layering that followed
have shifted our perspective. But recent works, made largely from Head’s drawings of his garden, might suggest that
he is, again, a landscape painter of sorts. Paintings like Hummingbird and Hunt on the Medway are landscapes, but
they are very different from his urban landscapes. They are magical and steeped in his memories from childhood. If
the Parlour series began with Head revisiting his student days, it now seems have taken him further back. As a child,
Head was a prolific and prodigious landscape painter. He regards those first steps into becoming a painter as being
of great importance as they belong to a version of himself before he knew anything about art, received any
instruction or visited any art museums. For all their layering and formal sophistication, there is an aspect of this new
work that recaptures the nucleus of Head’s identity, his first forays and interests. Clearly, they never left him. Head is
an English painter, he lives in the countryside and loves the English landscape wrapped in legend, fairy-tale and
literature.

The Paintings
Beginning with Shepherd’s Watch, there are now 20 paintings in the series. 17 are sufficiently complete to be
reproduced here.
After some initial painted marks in umber, Head works quickly to cover the whole canvas with colour, often working
for several days on a painting till it arrives at a version of completeness. Typically, he will then turn to another
painting in progress, whilst the new painting is placed in the racks to dry. Each time he returns to a painting it is reworked to a new point of completeness. Every patch of colour, every space and every line must work to create a
multiplicity of images. The failure of one mark to enable this totality is a failure of the painting to have any
functionality. It is a highly demanding process where success, the revealing of multiple figurative possibilities in a
coherent whole which feels at ease with itself is virtually impossible.
At Head’s disposal is just the inert pigment bound in oil which he must fully explore and utilise if a solution is to be
found. And these are painted solutions. If paint begins to approximate the appearance of something that is not
paint, Head is quick to scrape it off and start over. What often begins as a thinly stained surface inevitably becomes
textured, rough, uneven. It’s the consequence of work. Seen in a raked light, Head’s paintings are a patchwork of oily
and dusty areas. Just changing the shine of a patch of colour will alter its relationship to the whole and alter the
entire work. Of course, such nuances that are fundamental to the reality of the work are lost in reproduction. This is
painting that can only be viewed in its material form.
So, we must proceed with caution in considering Head’s work viewed here. We must also remember that Head is a
figurative painter who draws a sharp distinction between his concerns and those of an illustrator. Head creates a
framework in which to paint, and in which to catch himself. He doesn’t set out with a fixed narrative to communicate
through making a painting. The act of painting comes first, and that is an act of making marks, finding shapes and
creating spaces on the canvas. Typically, the outcome of such an approach would be an abstract painting, quite
possibly a lyrical abstract painting like those made by Head’s mentor, David Tinker. That Head’s work becomes
figurative is rooted perhaps in the way he finds concrete meaning in patterns that are apparently chaotic, coupled to
a drawing facility that has always been, in essence, naturalistic, even from a very young age (he never made childlike
drawings). When reviewing the themes, motifs and possible narratives of each of the Parlour paintings, we do so
knowing that these emerged largely as a result of the painting process. It is the act of painting that is making
connections to Head’s thoughts and memories, which are then built into the formal structure of the work, only to
generate further motifs. A dense palimpsest of narratives becomes the very building blocks of the painting, whether
perceived by the viewer or not.

Shepherd’s Watch
2019
oil on canvas
40” x 30”
Neighbouring the gallery district in Mayfair is Shepherd Market. Head shared a lunch with a friend in one of its many
eateries when in London at the end of 2019. He hadn’t been to Shepherd Market for years but when he first started
exhibiting in Mayfair, it was a favoured area by him and his artist friends for after show gatherings. He recalls an
evening spent in a small gallery on the edge of Shepherd Market where fellow painter, Steve Whitehead was
opening his show. Aside from its many restaurants and pubs Shepherd Market is perhaps better known as a district
for high class prostitution, and opposite the gallery was a brothel. During the evening, the gallery goers were
entertained by the comings and goings at the brothel. Steve was equally intrigued, particularly by the lady with
yellow shoes.
Shepherd Market was named after the developer Edward Shepherd, but in Head’s painting, to the right of centre, a
biblical shepherd looks out, or perhaps is reflected in the picture plane and is watchful of all that passes by.

Faulkner’s Medicament
2020
oil on canvas
30” x 40”

If Not When (right) was the first painting based on the drawing To Henry Koerner with Love (left). This larger work
immediately preceded the Parlour series and refers to the work of American painter R B Kitaj. Head has long admired
the complex narratives woven into Kitaj’s post-cubist figuration.
Faulkner’s Medicament emerged from the same drawing, made originally after a trip to Llangollen in Wales.
However, the purchase of a book on Henry Koerner during that trip, seems to have kept American art and literature
firmly in Head’s mind, particularly American Regionalism. The church spire seen against the moon reminds us of the
iconic windmills of the American West and the dominant figure, arms outstretched across two horizon lines of
differing heights, has all the features of a figure from a John Steuart Curry painting.
The title refers to an episode in William Faulkner’s novel As I Lay Dying in which a young woman, having fallen
pregnant, seeks a remedy from a local chemist. The chemist’s prescription is to have sex with her and drink an
odorous medicament. Head read Faulkner’s grotesque book when he was 17. The phrase uttered by the young
woman “H’it smells like turpentine” has stuck with him ever since. Of course, Head encounters the sweet smell of
turpentine every day he goes into the studio.

Fountainhead
2020
oil on canvas
44” x 27”
Head has known the American dealer Louis Meisel since the 1990s, and his paintings have featured in Meisel’s
books on Photorealism and exhibited in gallery and museum exhibitions that he has curated. They remain good
friends.
Meisel’s dedication to realist painting comes from a desire to support art of astounding quality in an art world that
he sees as largely compromised and mediocre. Head recalls that Meisel kept a stack of copies of Ayn Rand’s novel,
The Fountainhead behind his desk in his gallery office. To anyone willing to listen, Meisel would tell them of the
importance of excellence in the arts and give them a copy of The Fountainhead to read. A tale of a talented architect
thwarted by a world that enshrines mediocrity, Rand’s message comes over clear. And so does Meisel’s, through
promoting art that is meticulously crafted.
But Head’s Fountainhead is not exacting in its realism. It is quite unlike the art that Meisel promotes. Head may have
some sympathy with Rand’s thinking, but he is rejecting the conventions of realist painting as the foundation for
great art to counter a complacent mainstream. Elsewhere, Head has questioned whether the trend for academic
revivalism offers any real alternative to the familiar tropes of postmodern practice. The problem that he sees with
both photorealism and academic painting is that they are both overtly reliant on appropriating pre-existing systems.
Photorealism, in its most absolute form, is entirely complicit with the conventions of the photograph. Here, Head is
making an unambiguous statement that he has moved on. Rand’s architect is a Modernist, and it is with this spirit of
innovation and invention that Head has painted this extraordinary image of his wife.

The Protean Mistress
2020
oil on canvas
30” x 40”
The ancient god Proteus, the old man of the sea, who could change form, and from whom we now have the word
Protean. As with Tiresias, who has featured in several of Head’s works, Proteus had the gift of prophecy and could
show the way forward but first he must be captured. Head’s most painterly work in the series, it has been painted
and repainted many times, finally coaxed into a coherent totality, much as Proteus is entrapped by the seduction of
his mistress.

Lovers’ Leap
2020
oil on canvas
33” x 42”
The origins of this painting can be traced back to a morning in Ealing, London in 2019. Head took photographs of the
street outside a café where he and his wife were breakfasting. The pavement was busy with commuters and
shoppers. The vestiges of this street can be seen at the edges of this painting. Head recalls that the main figure on
the right was initially drawn as a double-decker bus.
Perhaps Lovers’ Leap refers to the activity of some of these figures. The nude figure on the left is painted from both
the front and the back and is diving into the painting, her right leg raised with the sole of her foot pressed against
the picture plane. Beyond her is a smaller figure striding off the painting, above her another figure (with an
umbrella?) leaping in the air. Head seems to be interested in both the multiple perspectives of Cubism and the
sequential motion of Futurism and much has been written about his work within this context. But this would be to
overlook the real consequences of this layering and this roving eye. Look at that figure on the right, which started
out as a bus. The overlapping figures may imply motion, but they also generate a new kind of figuration and a new
kind of figure. That woman (or is it a man?) in yellow, walking towards us is embraced by its shadow to the right and
is reviled by a further apparition to its left. These are not just the transitions of a single figure in motion but a
dramatic tension of human emotion which traverses the canvas. Lovers’ Leap might well be alluding to an unfolding
narrative of passion, love, rejection and fear.
But there is a further plausible meaning. Lovers’ Leap can also be a place, typically a precipice which has been named
as such after a fabled story of romantic tragedy. Head has often stated that painting, before it can be about anything
else is always about space. Placing these figures and these events on the canvas, irrespective of how we read it, will
be the creation of a new space and a new place which has its own unique logistics through which it functions. The
space of this new painting is named Lovers’ Leap; we can only surmise about the human narrative which found its
ultimate resolution in this particular configuration of colours, shapes and lines; this particular space for us to occupy.

All the King’s Horses
2020
oil on canvas
40” x 30”
From the nursery rhyme, Humpty Dumpty we know that all the king’s horses and all the king’s men could not put
Humpty together again. Head has referenced the king before; The King is Dead, Long Live the King (below) is a large
work from the Indian Summer Series of 2018. One possible reading of the king is that it refers to the American
painter De Kooning (Dutch for “the King”).
Probably more than any painter from the post-war period, De Kooning represents for Head the culmination of
modern painting that unites the modernist strands of Surrealism and Cubism. But this is a cautionary tale. Second
generation abstract painters on both sides of the Atlantic imitated De Kooning’s style but to no critical avail. Painters
even today ape his aesthetic resulting in little more than pastiche. Head may well have toyed with doing something
similar, but he seems to be reminding himself that he cannot turn back the clock. All those painterly flourishes, and
formal devices that Head knows so well in his examination of De Kooning will not offer him a way forward. They have
now become a fixture in cultural history and to imitate them would be a futile act of appropriation.

Postman’s Knock
2020
oil on canvas
30” x 40”
Head’s studio window looks out onto the forecourt in front of the family home. He can see any comings and goings
and often sees the postman on his daily deliveries. From March 2020, during the pandemic lockdown, the postman
might have been the only person Head saw beyond his immediate family and the delivery of supplies became an
essential lifeline. One such delivery of art materials was boxed in card with numbers cut into the side. Head kept the
box, using it to stencil numbers on the canvas at the outset of this work.
Head remembers playing “postman’s knock” as a child, and the thrill and silliness of exchanging harmless kisses with
girls. But this painting is not so innocent. The disturbing beaked figure, used elsewhere in Head’s work, is centred on
the top edge. As the daily news registered a rising death toll from the spread of the virus, what was previously
deemed as innocuous now seemed to carry a very real threat and Head was clearly worried for the safety of all those
around him.

The Sirens of Hopper’s Crib
2020
oil on canvas
40” x 30”
Head received a letter from his painter friend Robert Neffson, updating him on the outbreak in New York. Living in
the heart of Manhattan, Robert described a desolate but beautiful city. Head was struck by his observation that the
emergency vehicles were now silencing their sirens. Weeks before, it was all that could be heard.
Head’s sirens are mythological creatures, seductive and threatening, their forms twist, turn and expand not just to
fill but denote a city that is reminiscent of an Edward Hopper painting.

Shore Leave
2020
oil on canvas
40” x 30”
This painting and Fountainhead share the same original drawing. There was no indication of water in this drawing,
yet both paintings have rivers, bridges and a riverside skyline of buildings.
The narrative of a beach scene with sunbathers may well be accounted to news reports of crowded beaches during
the pandemic, people giving into hedonistic excess irrespective of the harm that they could cause to others. Head’s
elderly mother lives in a coastal resort and his concern for her safety was exacerbated by news of these activities.
As the painting progressed, the motif of a sailor emerged developing into the narrative of a sailor’s shore leave. Head
found an old exhibition of catalogue of works by Oskar Kokoschka. One particular painting fascinated him, The
Sailor’s Bride from 1970. There is something of Kokoschka’s colouring in Head’s painting.
Kokoschka’s paintings share that morphological feature which is so intrinsic to Head’s work. The fluent and
expressive manner in which they are painted might betray a layering of narratives but it’s that density of meanings
and motifs which really distinguishes Kokoschka’s expressionism from current exponents of expressionist painting.
Rather than citing Head within contemporary trends, his recent works forge a link with Kokoschka’s “visionary”
legacy, which can be traced back to pre-war Germanic Expressionism and Neue Sachlichkiet painting. Some of Head’s
studio drawings from this year acknowledge this history. Otto’s Parade pays homage to Otto Dix.

The Marchioness
2020
oil on canvas
47½” x 34¼”
Traditionally, a marchioness oversees a borderland territory.
Head lives in a small village in North Yorkshire, just inland from the North Sea. At the end of his garden, a wire fence
keeps the sheep at bay, at least most of the time. The garden is his wife’s domain, she is a keen gardener. Their four
cats have the run of the house and garden, although avoid confrontation with the many chickens at mealtimes on
the patio. The sea gulls fear no one and come and go with impunity.
During the lockdown, just as a way of encouraging people in his community to keep active, he ran some online
drawing classes. One of the projects was to make quick drawings of animals. Head felt that it was only right that he
should take part, so he filled numerous sheets of paper with rapid drawings of sheep, chickens, cats and even his
wife as she carried on with her work in the garden. There was no intention to make a painting until he became
fascinated by the odd juxtaposition of a sheep’s head with a portrait sketch of his wife on one of those sheets. Still
uncertain about this as a foundation for painting, he made an elaborate studio drawing in graphite and conte.
The motifs in the lower section of the painting, the falling cat on the left and animal/figural torsos on the right,
transform into the head of strange, sheep-like creature, with sharp teeth and long horns. Head has described this
animal as a mouflon. He remembers the stories told by his Cypriot friend, Michael Paraskos, of wild giant sheep.
Mouflons actually exist, but Head blurs the boundaries between myth and reality.
This painting is unusually large for a Parlour painting, and Head now calls this format a “mouflon”. Several mouflon
have followed.
Head’s life might be that of a ruralist, and he clearly enjoys literature and ancient mythology but It’s a reality no less
true than that of the fashionable urban dweller, and one that is no less informed and affected by current world
events.
As the painting was being developed, news bulletins were filled with BLM protest marches. The handsome profile of
a black woman, turned and looking off to the left, began to dominate the centre section.

Hummingbird
2020
oil on canvas
40” x 30”
Begun from a drawing of the garden pond, Head has imagined a mountainous landscape with a lake, reminiscent of a
view in Scotland or the Lake District in Cumbria.
Head’s cat, Leo is stirring in the foreground on the left in a scene that appears, at first glance to be simple and devoid
of human content. Where is the hummingbird? Perhaps some of those yellow leaves remind us of the shape of a
hummingbird, or maybe it’s in those green leaves that hover above the water in the foreground. It would be hard to
say for certain, but then the hummingbird is an extraordinary creature. We know that it can remain still, apparently
just hanging, effortlessly in the air, because its wings are flapping at a rate that make them invisible to the human
eye. The enigma of Head’s title is, perhaps, an invitation to look again, to identify the heads in the mountains and fill
in the gaps, for the structure of this painting is made from a weaving of bodies as complex as that in Lovers’ Leap.
Head’s original title for this painting referred to the Greek nymph Syrinx, who hid from Pan by morphing into the
water reeds and can only be identified by the sound made as Pan blew across them. Similarly, the human narratives
in this painting which touch on Ophelia as much as Syrinx are deeply embedded into the landscape.

A Tall History of Sussex
2020
oil on canvas
40” x 30”
Although from Kent, Head’s family, on his father’s side, were originally from Burwash in Sussex. Several years ago,
Head took his own family, his wife and four children on holiday to Sussex. They found the Head family graves in
Burwash and revisited the coastal resorts where Head had often holidayed as a child.
This is a fictive landscape reminiscent of the landscape around Hastings. Just inland is the Ashdown Forest which
Head remembers passing through on the long drive to the coast. The topography morphs into numerous figures,
dominated by a profile of Head’s father looking out to sea.

Playing Fields of Actaeon
2020
oil on canvas
50 ½” x 36”
In 2014, Head painted Wash Day with Actaeon. Playing Fields of Actaeon primarily tells of a later episode in the
story. Actaeon, for his sin of coming across the naked goddess Diana, at her bath, is transformed into a deer and is
hunted and killed by his own dogs. Head began this new painting with the drawing of a tree, which he transformed
by chance into a stag. Woven into the landscape are numerous figures of Diana and Actaeon and hunting dogs, or
perhaps it is a landscape born from these figures.
For all its shifts in scale and multiple imagery, this painting, perhaps more than any other in the series, reminds us of
Head’s first love of landscape painting in a vista that evokes an arcadian grandeur. This is a landscape worthy of
Bierstadt.
Head was struck down with a poorly understood neurological disease in 2004. Since then, he has developed ways to
manage his illness and prioritize what he wants to accomplish. Painting has become a bigger part of his life, and the
studio, a place of retreat as much as a place for work. He was advised by one doctor that he had to recognise that he
was no longer on a level playing field with able-bodied people. Titian may well have set his paintings of Actaeon and
Diana in a gentle Italian landscape, but the fields of Head’s landscape are of steep incline. It’s an imagined landscape
of harsh differences. The odds are stacked against the mortal Actaeon through no fault of his own. A beautiful
terrain perhaps but oddly rooted in Head’s own struggle to achieve what others may take for granted.

Canute’s Flatterers
2020
oil on canvas
39” x 30”
Canute, the Nordic king who proved to his court that he could not command the tide to turn, showing that he was
just a man and not a god.
Head began this painting having made a drawing in the garden of a dead blackbird. At the outset, Head’s painting
seemed to be concerned with giving the bird new life, like a phoenix rising, and this motif still resides in the
foreground in the vibrant coloured bird. In fact, the painting is teeming with wildlife, vast morphological crows, fish,
even a budgerigar perched on the large head at the top of the painting.
But perhaps the emergence of a new narrative on Canute’s mortal failings is indicative of Head’s own creative
doubts. Canute reminds his audience of his place within the natural order of things. Made during the pandemic,
perhaps Head is also mindful of the real dangers caused when man ceases to respect the natural world. The fate of
the people in this painting seems less certain than that of the birds and the fish which will return safely to the air and
water. A boy in the water is being swept away, the yellow woman in profile on the left may have expired.
But the large figures are structured from the very elements of nature herself; the rocks, fauna, flora and waves
flooding the landscape. The head and torso of Canute, on the top right, is of air and ethereal, distant landscape. They
are all of one and all of paint.

Headland
2020
oil on canvas
48 ¼” x 33 ¾”
The garden drawing from which this was begun had a triangle at the top, drawn from the shape of a neighbouring
roof. Suggesting a pyramid, the narrative of this painting gradually evolved. As with all of Head’s landscapes in this
series, they are imagined, mental terrains, but they also recall memories of places visited. Head toured Greece and
the Greek Islands as a teenager, and its mountainous landscapes steeped in ancient mythology and history left a
vivid impression.
In this setting, Head paints an exodus, retreating to the safety of higher ground. But the Headland is also a terrain of
people, and fantastic creatures. Is that green outcrop at the top of the painting the head of giant winged beast? On
the right edge of the painting, a dark shadow cast by the cliff edge undoubtedly doubles as bird in flight.
The colouring in this painting is indebted to John Everett Millais’ The Blind Girl. It may be an unlikely connection, but
Head finds the same visionary spirit that he identifies in Kokoschka in the intense and poetic paintings of the PreRaphaelites. Colour has become increasingly important in Head’s work as the series has developed, and he often
adds pigments to what started out as a very limited palette. Some of the colours, like sap green, he has not used
since his childhood days. Rather like a taste that evokes a distant memory, Head finds that certain colours have the
same significance for him.

Willow Wives
2020
oil on canvas
40” x 32”
The English countryside is rich in history and legend. At the end of Head’s garden there are several willow trees
which he has drawn. Drawing from nature gives him patterns to work with that generate all kinds of images. But
drawing can never be an entirely abstract exercise. The subject has its own history and meanings which enrich our
understanding and experience of the world. And so it is for Head with the willow tree.
Head’s painting is not an illustration of one fable, but it touches on the potency and mystery of the willow in
different cultures, and gives form to Head’s weekly activities in drawing from the life model and drawing in the
garden without being a direct manifestation of either. In fact, the only motif in this painting to be taken directly from
one of his drawings is the squirrel in the tree at the top of the painting. It screamed at Head so much when he was
drawing that he felt obliged to keep it in the painting.

Hunt on the Medway
2020
oil on canvas
40” x 30”
Occasionally, Head will rework a garden drawing in the studio, allowing the patterns and rhythms of the drawing to
be elaborated into new motifs. Such studio drawings really have the status of being like the early stages of a
painting. If they are sufficiently complete, then that would be the end of that project and there would be no
painting. Painting must be about exploring the unknown. Head sees no point in reiterating the same idea just for the
sake of making another painting.

Europa, drawn both in the garden and studio began with a naturalistic drawing of a wrought iron garden bench
amongst summer flowers. The narrative of Europa being pursued by Zeus who had transformed into a bull, began to
emerge. But Head felt that there was more that could be discovered. Hunt on the Medway began with a residual
reference to the story of Europa, but the painting suggested a broader narrative, and quickly became colonised by a
flock of sheep, along with deer, rabbits and hunting dogs.
Head was born in the village of Aylesford, on the River Medway in Kent, a memory of which is painted at the top of
the picture. Hunt on the Medway may well refer to the pursuit of animals and people across the waterlogged
landscape, but it also refers to Holman Hunt and his painting Our English Coasts. Head has woven this chapter of art
history into his own past.
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